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16th Century Spanish Invasions
of Southwest Virginia
by Jim Glanville
INTRODUCTION
panish entradas (invasions) into Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia (Holstonia) are documented to
have occurred in 1541 and 1567. They predate the foundation of Jamestown by decades and are significant
for Virginia history - not just for regional history.
The first entrada gave us the earliest two persons we can name who set foot within the boundary of the future
state of Virginia. The second entrada produced the first ever recorded battle in Virginia, gave us the first named
town in Virginia, the first woman(l) born in Virginia that we can name, and the earliest recorded marriage between
a Christian soldier and an American Indian woman.
This article summarizes the events of the past twenty-five years that have allowed us to tell the story of sixteenth-century Spanish conquistadors in Southwest Virginia and the consequences of their arrival for the American
Indians who inhabited the region. It describes and discusses the key publications about the story. The intent of the
article is not to rehearse the actual story, but rather to tell how the story developed and cite the relevant references.
Only during the past two or three years has the story achieved widespread recognition in popular magazines and
newspapers.(2) in a Virginia history text book.(3) and in the online Library of Virginia state chronology.(4)
Unthinking persons assert that history is fixed and unchanging. However, the discovery of new evidence regularly causes history to be rewritten. With the present story, the recent, new, history-changing evidence has come
from three directions: 1. Archeological confirmation of the Spanish presence at Morganton, N.C., in the mid-sixteenth century, at the Berry site. 2. Reconsideration of the Spanish archival records documenting the entradas, and
the finding and translation in 1994 of an archival document written by a participant in the second entrada who was
seeking a pension from the Spanish king. 3. Recent studies in American Indian artifact collections by this author
that offer direct evidence for the presence of the large American Indian populations - in the right place at the right
time - that the Spanish documents say were attacked in 1567.
The article begins with a brief description of the Mississippian(5) American Indians who lived in the region
before the arrival of Europeans in the New World. It then moves on to a description of the Berry site and its story
and connects that site to the de Soto entrada and the many-year studies of the de Soto entrada's route by Charles
Hudson and his collaborators. Next, a brief summary is given of what the Spaniards did in Holstonia. The article
concludes by discussing the collapse of American Indian societies in the region and the possible removal of some
members of those societies to Sauratown in present-day Stokes County, N.C.

S

MISSISSIPPIAN AMERICAN INDlANS IN SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA BEFORE

1492

Virginia historians(6) and archeologists(7) (as first pointed out to me by Southwest Virginians Glenn Williams
and Lawrence Richardson(8)) have long failed to acknowledge the existence of large settled Mississippian(9)
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Figure 1 (left): A 2-inch diameter Saltville style gorget with a unique center hole. It was recovered at
the Chilhowie High School site in Smyth County circa 1757 by Kelly Berry. Photographed by the author
at the Rankin Museum in Ellerbe, N.C., in 2006.
Figure 2 (right): A rare 3" diameter star style gorget said to be from a site in Holstonia in Tennessee.
From a private Smyth County collection. Star style gorgets seem to be uniquely Holstonian in character. Photographed by the author in 2005.
Both images are published here for the first time. All rights reserved.

American Indian populations in Holstonia. In large part, this neglect resulted from the dearth of formal archeological studies in the region. However, while unrecognized and unacknowledged by almost all professional archeologists.(10) Mississippian traits in the region are demonstrated by an abundance of what I have called "improper"
archaeological evidence.(1J) Most spectacular among the artifacts known through improper archeology are the
highly artistic and distinctive engraved marine shell gorgets that shed light on the material culture of those populations and their links to people elsewhere in the Southeast.(12) Two hitherto unpublished engraved gorgets are
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
A plausible thesis as to why historians failed to recognize these people perhaps lies in the terms of the 1744
Treaty of Lancaster(13) between the State of Virginia and the Six Nations. One matter the treaty addressed was the
travel routes ofIroquois warriors from the New York region up and down the Great Warrior Trail (roughly today's
Route II/Interstate 81) to make war(14) on the Cherokees. The region had already by 1744 been long depopulated as the result of European diseases. Thus, the notion of western Virginia as a place passed-through but not livedin lies deep in the collective Virginia subconscious. Neither the warriors nor the colonists knew about the thousands
of burials from hundreds of years earlier that lay along the travel routes.
The life of the Mississippian indians of Holstonia can perhaps be visualized best through two works of fiction
that describe nearby contemporaneous people.(15) My own contribution to understanding them was presented in a
paper I read in Richmond in 2007.(16) In summary, we can report that from 1200-1600 A.D., Native Americans in
the Holston River valleys maintained a cultured society with abundant material goods; they achieved large and settled popUlations with unclear poli tical arrangements; they exploited a wide range of foods including maize, beans,
squashes, fish and game; they exchanged salt, copper, and shell, via trade networks; however, they did not build
significant mounds.(17)
By 1450 A.D., they had become a people with a unique and distinctive cultural iconography. The quality and
diversity of their shell gorgets are of the first rank and their tribal affiliation was Yuchi.(18) Their culture was one
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of the many variants of the broader civilization that is conventionally labeled as Mississippian. It was their fate to
have their societies destroyed by conquistadors and the European diseases they brought.
THE BERRY SITE AT MORGANTON, N.C., AND SPANISH DOCUMENTS

Part of the charm of this story is the manner in which the archeological and archival evidence combine to
enable its telling. At least three elements combined between 1982 and 1994 to bring the story of the Spanish invasion of Virginia into focus:
I. The discovery and interpretation of the Berry site;
2. Publication of a detailed study of the documents of the Juan Pardo entrada; and,
3. The finding and translation of an eye witness account of a battle and. its aftermath by a Spaniard who had
been in Virginia in 1567.
From these modest beginnings grew a minor revolution in Virginia history - a revolution that has shifted the
earliest documented events in the state from Tidewater to Appalachia.
The first element in the minor revolution came from North Carolina archeology. About 1982, near Morganton,
N.C., the North Carolina archeologist David Moore visited a "14-year-old kid" who "thought he had some Etowah
pottery." The "kid" was Robin Beck who had been surface hunting on the farm of his aunt and uncle, James and
Patsy Berry, about eight miles north of
town. Not long after, Beck identified
Spanish artifacts from the site and in
the summer of 1986 excavations were
undertaken at the Berry farm and the
nearby McDowell site.(l9)
The second element in the minor
revolution was the publication in 1990
by Charles Hudson of an analysis of
the Juan Pardo entrada accompanied
by definitive translations (by Paul
Hoffman) of the related documents.(20) This book was an outgrowth of the lifetime work on
Southeast American Indians by
Charles Hudson.(21) and his collaborators, and in particular of Hudson's
obsession with the route taken by the
conquistador Hernando de Soto.(22)
Pardo traveled from the South
Carolina coast to eastern Tennessee
1539-1542
de Soto
and in part retraced de Soto's steps.
1567 • • • • • Pardo
The retraced route included the Berry
site - at a place known as Joara to the
Indians and Fort St. Juan to the
Figure 3: Sixteenth century Spanish routes in the Southeast.
Spanish.
The gray line represents the approximate route of the de Soto
A third element in the minor revoentrada of 1539-1542. In the spring of 1541, two explorers or
lution was the translation (but not pubmarauders from this expedition entered the future Lee County in
lication; it remains to this day unpubthe westernmost part of present-day Virginia. The dotted line
lished) in 1994 by John Worth of the
represents the approximate route of the Pardo entrada. In 1567
1584 account of the pension-seeking
an armed detachment from the Pardo expedition led by
request of Domingo de Le6n who
Hernando Moyano marched north from Fort Sf. Juan into presfought in Virginia in 1567.(23) The de
ent-day Smyth County, Virginia.
Le6n account proved to be very signif-
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icant as it enabled the somewhat disjointed accounts of the Pardo expedition to be reinterpreted and fitted together in a new and comprehensive way.
Robin Beck, by now fourteen years older and an archeology graduate student, pulled these three elements
together and presented them as a coherent story to an archeological conference in Knoxville in November
1995.(24) Beck told in his presentation that in 1567 conquistadors had attacked the future town of Saltville - for
the very first time using documentary evidence to put Europeans on the ground in the future Virginia.
Fortuitously, Roanoke-based archeologist Tom Klatka attended this Knoxville conference and was in the audience for Beck's presentation. After Klatka returned home, he contacted Lawrence Richardson in Smyth County,
knowing that Richardson was working on a manuscript based on the thesis that the American Indians of Holstonia
had been Yuchi. Richardson was galvanized by what Klatka told him and promptly wrote to Beck. Richardson in
his letter told Beck of his conclusion that Saltville had been a Yuchi town and asked Beck for copies of John
Worth's Domingo de Leon translation and other documents.(25) The following year, in a 1997 issue of
Southeastern Archaeology magazine,(26) Beck published the formal
paper corresponding to his Knoxville
presentation and wrote about the
Spanish attack that had occurred in
1567 at the future site of the town of
Saltville located on the South [sic]
Fork of the Holston River. Saltville is
actually on the North Fork and Beck's
misstatement has subsequently confused a number of readers of his 1997
paper.
Berry site excavations have now
been going on for almost 25 years and
IN JUNE 1540 THE FIRST EUROPEANS EVER TO STEP
many formal and informal reports of
ON VIRGINIA SOIL PASSED THIS WAY, WHEN THEY
the ongoing studies have been pubENTERED THE POWELL VALLEY IN THE VICINITY OF
lished. An account of the history of the
PHOEBE BUTT. JUAN DE VILLALOBOS FROM SEVILLE
site can be viewed at the Warren
AND FRANCISCO DE SILVERA FROM GALICIA, TWO
Wilson College web pages.(27) The
"CHRISTIAN GENTLEMEN," WHO CAME NORTH TO
site's excavators published a detailed
EXPLORE THE LAND AND SEARCH FOR GOLD WERE
formal account of their findings at the
SENT BY HERNANDO DE SOTO FROM HIS BASE NEAR
site and their analysis of its significance in 2006.(28) At the Berry site
DANDRIDGE, TENNESSEE. THEY CAME 67 YEARS
are the remains of a large American
BEFORE THE FOUNDATION OF JAMESTOWN.
Indian town (perhaps one of the
largest such towns in North America)
that was occupied from 1400-1600
Figure 4. A conjectural historical marker describing the first docA.D. and where Spanish soldiers built
umented event and named persons in Virginia history.
a small fort and lived for eighteen
months in 1566-67. The Spanish fort
was burned in perhaps 1568.
The conclusion is inescapable that the Berry site is indeed Fort St. Juan, built by members of the Pardo expedition at the Indian town of Joara, and described in sixteenth century Spanish documents. One logical outcome of
this conclusion has been the rewriting of Virginia history.

KA

1540

LEE COUNTY-WHERE
VIRGINIA HISTORY BEGAN

THE SPANISH IN HOLSTONIA

The story of early Spanish period of North American history has been described in a fine, popular manner in a
well-illustrated article by Joe Judge.(29) Judge's article includes the story of the early Spanish Jesuit martyrs who
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died on the shores of the Chesapeake
Bay in 1570,(30) but not the earlier
Spanish military involvement in western Virginia. Paul Hoffman is the principal academic student of the early
Spanish period.(31) The routes of the
entradas that resulted in Spaniards
being earlier in western Virginia are
shown in Figure 3, which derives from
my 2004 review article(32) describing
the sixteenth-century conquistadors in
Southwest Virginia. The conclusions
of that article are briefly summarized
and updated in this section.
THE FIRST-EVER RECORDED BATTLE ON
In that 2004 review article I conVIRGINIA SOIL OCCURRED IN MAY 1567 NEAR
cluded
from my reading of the de Soto
THE SITE OF PRESENT DAY NORTHWOOD
docurnents(33) that members ofthe de
HIGH SCHOOL. A MARAUDING PARTY OF
Soto party were in the future Lee
SPANIARDS AND NATIVE AMERICAN ALLIES
County
in 1541. That conclusion had
LED BY ALFEREZ HERNANDO MOYANO CAME
been
anticipated
by seventy years by
OVER THE MOUNTAINS FROM THEIR BASE
Nathan
Brisco,
an amateur Smyth
NEAR MORGANTON, NC, AND ATTACKED
County
archeologist
and historian,
PALISADED FORTIFICATIONS AT THIS SITE.
is
almost
unknown
to Virginia
who
MORE THAN 1000 NATIVE AMERICANS WERE
history.
Brisco
wrote:
"Although
it is
REPORTED KILLED AND 50 HUTS BURNED.
probable that De Soto reached here in
1540, it is not until the later part of the
17th century that we find specific
Figure 5. A conjectural historical marker describing the first docmention
of this section in the journals
umented battle in Virginia history.
of the explorers."(34) The consequences of the de Soto expedition for
Virginia are summarized in the conjectural historical marker shown in Figure 4.
A brief summary of the consequences of the Pardo entrada tells that in 1567, Juan Pardo detached Hernando
Moyano, with about 20 men at Fort St. Juan in modem-day Morganton. While there, Moyano received a threat from
a "Chisca chief' saying that the chief would come and eat Moyano and his dog. In consequence, Moyano preemptively marched north with Indian allies and attacked Indian towns. He found no gold. Moyano's attack was
described in a pension petition, seventeen years later, by Domingo de Leon who was present during the attack on
Saltville, and wrote about it. Afterwards, the American Indian woman Luisa Menendez from Saltville married Juan
Ribas and thirty years later twice testified about her birthplace where salt was made by a "method using fire."
Moyano's attack and the Luisa Menendez story are summarized in the conjectural historical markers shown in
Figures 5 and 6.
The Cherokee scholar Raymond Evans has written that "The control of large salt springs near the present
Saltville, Virginia and a knowledge of working copper gave the Yuchis in the Chisca area a tremendous economic
advantage in dealing with their neighbors." Evans added that: "[the Spanish soldier] Ribas had married a Yuchi
woman who had been captured in southwestern Virginia by Sergeant Moyano. The woman had the Christian name
Luisa Menendez."(35)
In a significant development since my 2004 article, Charles Hudson has changed his mind to accept that
Moyano's attack occurred in Holstonia, rather than farther south as he originally believed. Hudson wrote: " ... the
Chiscas [Yuchi] were located on the Holston River or its tributaries," rather than " ... on the upper Nolichucky as I
previously thought."(36) In an end note in the same publication the excavators of the Berry site reinforced that conclusion that the Berry site is " ... the First European settlement in what is now the interior of the United States."(37)
Taking a shot at English Virginia and Walter Raleigh, the Berry site excavators have recently taken to calling Fort

THE FIRST BATTLE
OF SALTVILLE
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St. Juan "the first Lost Colony."(38) So doing is not necessarily particularly good history, but it's great public relations.
THE COLLAPSE AND DEPARTURE OF THE MISSISSIPPIAN PEOPLE OF HOLSTONIA

In the wake of the de Soto and PardolMoyano entradas the American Indian populations of Holstonia shrunk
as a result of disease and departure. Eventually the region became emptied of people. This empty region was what
was found by the first English-speakers who arrived in Holstonia beginning around 1735. Sadly, we cannot detail
what caused depopulation because neither history nor archeology offer any direct evidence. What has been welldocumented is that depopulation was widespread in the Southeast in the years after the Spanish were in the
region(39) and that these reduced populations of Southwest Virginia relocated.(40) The evidence of improper
archeology suggests that at least some of the American Indians of Southwest Virginia moved to Stokes County,
N.C., in the wake of the Moyano attack.(41)
CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusion of this
article is that a powerful case has been
made that the documentary history of
Virginia begins in the Appalachian
region of the state, not in the
Tidewater region as traditional history
asserts. This principal conclusion is
supported by documentary evidence
but not by direct archeological evidence. It is always possible that a site
in Southwest Virginia will produce
A NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN, WHOSE INDIAN
Spanish artifacts, but none has yet
NAME IS UNKNOWN, WAS BORN NEAR THIS SPOT
been found.(42) However, such an
IN SALTVILLE CIRCA 1545. SHE MARRIED A
absence is not surprising, first the
SPANISH SOLDIER ABOUT 1568 AND MOVED WITH
Spanish presence in Virginia was at
HIM TO THE ATLANTIC COAST. IN 1600 SHE
best ephemeral, and second the digTESTIFIED ABOUT HER BIRTHPLACE AT AN
gers of the prime sites in the region
INQUIRY IN ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA. THE FIRST
were persons without formal archeoRECORDED PRINCESS
OF
VIRGINIA,
HER
logical training, unlikely to recognize
HUSBAND TESTIFIED AT THE SAME INQUIRY THAT
or record any of the Spanish artifacts
SHE HAD BEEN A CHIEFTAINESS IN HER NATIVE
that have been evident to the profesLAND.
sional excavators of the Berry site.
An additional conclusion is that
recent studies by the author demonstrate that pre-Columbian Southwest
Figure 6. A conjectural historical marker describing the first docVirginia was the home to large settled
umented woman in Virginia history.
populations of Americans Indians
whose tribal affiliation was Yuchi.
This conclusion adds plausibility to the Spanish documentary accounts of the Moyano attack.

BIRTH PLACE
OF LUISA MENENDEZ
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END NOTES

I. The first Virginian we can name is very probably Paquiquineo (aka Don Luis de Velcaso) who slew the Jesuit missionaries on the shore of the Chesapeake Bay in 1570. I have concluded that the most probable birth year for Paquiquineo is 1544
and that the most probable birth year for Luis Menendez is 1553. For Paquiquineo see Clifford Merle Lewis and Albert J.
Loomie, The Spanish Jesuit Mission in Virginia 1570-1572 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1953).
Francis Luca, "Re-Interpreting the Role of the Cultural Broker in the Conquest 'of La Florida, ]513-1600," (on line at
http://www.kislakfoundation.org/prize/19990I.html). Paul E. Hoffman, A New Andalucia and a Way to the Orient: The
American Southeast During the Sixteenth Century, reprint edition with a new introduction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2004. Daniel K. Richter, "Tsenacommacah and the Atlantic World," (pp. 29-65 in Peter C. Mancall, ed., The
Atlantic World and Virginia, 1550-1624. Chapel Hill: Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and
Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, by the University of North Carolina Press, 2007). See also the older, novelistic treatment by
James Branch Cabell, The First Gentleman of America: A Comedy of Conquest (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, ] 942).
2. Lawler, Andrew. "Spain Makes a Stand: After More Than 400 Years a Fort Built by Conquistadors Has Finally Been
Found," (Smithsonian, 36:12: 33-34, 2006. Constance E. Richards, "Contact and Conflict: Spain's attempt to establish a 16thcentury fort in what is now North Carolina seems to have started well and then ended disastrously. A site at the foot of the
Appalachian Mountains could solve the mystery of what happened and why" (American Archaeology, 12(1): 12-18, 2008).
Suzannah Smith Miles, "The Price ofGotd," np WNC [Western North Carolina] Magazine, http://www.wncmagazine.comJfeature/historyJeature/the_price_oCgold, January 2009). Marion T. Blackburn, "Spain's Appalachian Outpost: Failed ambitions
for a North American empire," (Archaeology, 62(4): 38-43, 2009). See also Jim. Glanville "Virginia Before Pocahontas"
(Washington Post, 19 April, 2005, p. A18) and most recently, Ralph Berrier Jr., "The slaughter at Saltville: In 1567, Spanish
soldiers killed hundreds of American Indians in Southwest Virginia, a story few knew until a retired professor uncovered it,"
(Roanoke Times, Sunday, September 20,2009, page 1, "Extra" section).
3. Wallenstein, Peter. Cradle of America: Four Centuries of Virginia History. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2007.
4.
Library
of
Virginia,
"Virginia
Memory
Chronology"
http://www.virginiamemory.com!readingJoom!chronology_by...period.
5. Mississippian is a poorly defined term used by archeologists to described the American Indian societies that occupied
the Mississippi river watershed and the Deep South in the period 800-1600 AD. They were generally mound builders, relied
on maize-based sustenance, had social ranks, engaged in ceremonial activities, produced highly artistic objects with iconic
designs from marine shell, copper, pottery, etc., and engaged in long distance trade and exchange. A useful introduction to
Mississippian civilization by a historian can be found in the early chapters ofR. S. Cotterill's The Southern Indians: The Story
of the Civilized Tribes before Removal (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1954). There is a huge archeological literature about Mississippian civilization, some of it very opaque. See for example "Parsing Mississippian Chiefdoms," Chapter 4
in Timothy R. Pauketat's Chiefdoms and Other Archaeological Delusions (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2007).
6. Pendleton, William Cecil. History of Tazewell County and Southwest Virginia: 1748-1920 (Richmond: W. C. Hill
Printing Company, 1920) pp. 30-31 and Lewis Preston Summers, History of Southwest Virginia, 1746-1786, Washington
County, 1777-1870 (Richmond: 1. L. Hill printing Company, 1903) pp. 24-25.
7. Prominent Virginia archeologist the late Howard MacCord was adamantly opposed to the notion of large settled
Mississippian American Indian Populations in Southwest Virginia. Author's interviews with Glenn Williams, Abingdon, Va.,
17 March 2004, and Lawrence Richardson 18 March 2004, Saltville, Va. Around 1982, Richardson heard Howard MacCord
say about the Indians of the region that "we don't know who they were, we don't know where they came from, we don't know
how long they were here, when they left, and where they went to." Hearing that statement led Richardson on a twenty-year
quest for the Yuchi Indians (Lawrence Richardson, The Yuchi Indians, Unpublished manuscript, 2004, copy in author's file).
8. Lawrence Richardson has lived for many years in Adwolfe in Smyth County. Now retired, he was a dairy farmer by
vocation and an historian and archaeologist by avocation. He was one of the excavators of the Fox archeological site in Smyth
County in 1974. In the author's opinion, he is by far the most important living amateur archeologist of the region and the only
one who has understood its significance.
9. Virginia archeologists conventionally call the Mississippian Period the Late Woodland Period and have been reluctant
to concede that Mississippian people lived in Southwest Virginia. That situation is finally changing.
10. To my knowledge, the only professional archeologists who have commented on the richness of the Mississippian arti-
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facts recovered over the years in Southwest Virginia are Mike Barber and Gene Barfield. See: Michael B. Barber, "Saltville
and Environs: The Woodland period," pp. 39-50 in Eugene B. Barfield and Michael B. Barber. eds. Upland Archeology in the
East: Symposium Number Five, (Richmond, Virginia: Archeological Society of Virginia, 1996). In this article Barber describes
Saltville as the center of a "salt powered chiefdom." Barber at the time of this writing is the State Archeologist of Virginia.
11. Glanville, Jim. "Improper Archeology, 'Fabulous Saltville: and the Ancient History of Southwest Virginia." The
Smithfield Review, Volume IX, pages 55-100, 2005.
12. Glanville, Jim. "The Space Farms Museum Collection of Southwest Virginia Artifacts," (Quarterly Bulletin of the
Archeological Society of Virginia, 62(1): 7-30,2007) and "Richard G. Slanery and the History of Archeology in Southwest
Virginia" (Quarterly Bulletin of the Archeological Society of Virginia. 62(2): 86-106, 2007).
13. Robinson, W. Stitt, Early American Indian Documents: Treaties and Laws, 1607-1789. Washington, D.C.: University
Publications of America, 1983.
14. One objective of these so-called "mourning" wars was to take captives who could be adopted by the New York tribes
to replenish those tribes' ever depleting populations. Tribal adoption was a common practice; even Europeans would occasionally be adopted.
15. Hudson, Charles, M. Conversations with the High Priest of Coosa (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2003) and A. Gwynn Henderson, Kentuckians Before Boone (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1992).
16. Glanville, Jim. Unknown Holstonia: Southwest Virginia Before the Settling of Jamestown. Paper presented at the
Virginia Forum, Library of Virginia, Richmond. Saturday April 14, 2007. Self published. On line at www.holstonia.net.
17. Mound building is usually considered a cultural characteristic of Mississippian people. Holstonian Mississippians did
not build mounds and that is one reason that they have been overlooked.
18. Lawrence Richardson (unpublished manuscript, see above) was the first person to make the Yuchi association with
Holstonia. I believe this association is correct, but the detailed arguments lie beyond the scope of the present paper.
19. Beck, Robin A., Jr. The Burke Phase: Late Prehistoric Settlements in the Upper Catawba River Valley, North Carolina
(Master's thesis, Department of Anthropology, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 1997), pp. iv-v, and David G. Moore
Late Prehistoric and Early Historic Period Aboriginal Settlement in the Catawba, Valley, North Carolina (Doctoral thesis.
Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1999) pp. v-viii.
20. Hudson, Charles, M. The Juan Pardo Expeditions: Exploration of the Carolinas and Tennessee, 1566-1568. With
Documents Relating to the Pardo Expeditions Transcribed, Translated, and Annotated by Paul E. Hoffman. Washington, D.C
The Smithsonian Institution Press, 1990.
21. A few of Hudson's many works include: The Southeastern Indians (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press.
1976); editor, Black Drink: A Native American Tea (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1979), with Roy S. Dickens, and
Roy C. Craven, Of Sky and Earth: Art of the Early Southeastern Indians (Atlanta: High Museum of Art and the Georgia. Dept.
of Archives and History, 1982), Knights of Spain, Warriors of the Sun; Hernando de Soto and the South's Ancient Chiefdoms
(University of Georgia Press: Athens and London, 1997), with Robbie Ethridge, eds., The Transformation of the Southeastern
Indians, 1540-1760 (Jackson: The University of Mississippi Press, 2002), etc.
22. Hudson, Charles. "The Hernando de Soto Expedition," pp. 74-103 in Charles Hudson and Carmen Chaves Tesser, eds ..
The Forgotten Centuries: Indians and Europeans in the American South, 1521-1704 (Athens: University of Georgia Press.
1994), "The Historical Significance of the Soto Route," pp. 313-328 in Patricia Galloway, ed., The Hernando De Soto
Expedition: History, Historiography, and "Discovery" in the Southeast (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), etc.
23. Worth, John E. "Recollections of the Juan Pardo Expeditions: The 1584 Domingo de Leon Account." Manuscript on
file, Fernbank Museum of Natural History, Atlanta, 1994. Unpublished. Personal communication, copy in author's files.
24. Beck, Robin A. "From Joara to Chiaha: Spanish Exploration of the Appalachian Summit Area, 1540-1568." Paper presented at the 52nd Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Knoxville, Tennessee, November 1995.
25. Richardson, Lawrence. Letter written from Marion, Virginia, to Robin Beck, 8 February 1996. It tells that Tom Klatka
was in the audience when Beck presented his "From Joara to Chi aha" paper at the Knoxville conference and that Richardson
had learned from Klatka about Beck's. presentation. Richardson says that he is elated to learn that the Chiscas were living in
Saltville in 1567 and comments that they are the Yuchi. Richardson asked for copies of John Worth's translation of the de Leon
account and other Spanish archival documents and enclosed a $25 check for Beck's copying expenses, adding that if for any
reason Beck found himself unable to do this favor then Beck should "keep the check and treat yourself to a dinner." Beck in
fact replied, but later Richardson misplaced Beck's reply and cannot now find it. Copy of Richardson's letter in author's file.
Used with permission.
26. Beck, Robin A., Jr. "From Joara to Chiaha: Spanish Exploration of the Appalachian Summit Area, 1540-1568."
Southeastern Archaeology 16(2): 162-169, 1997.
27. http://www. warren-wilson.edul-archlberrysite.
28. Beck, Robin A., Jr., David G. Moore, and Christopher B. Rodning. "Identifying Fort San Juan: a Sixteenth-Century
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